EASY-TO-USE, IN-DEPTH BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE REPORTS

Fast, powerful tools reveal insights into trends and ways to increase revenue
GAIN INSIGHT AND IDENTIFY TRENDS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR REVENUE

Actionable information is powerful, particularly in healthcare, where having a solid grasp of your revenue cycle is imperative.

Maintaining profitability and optimizing your revenue requires tools that provide insight into trends and ways to improve. As part of Revenue Performance Advisor, the Reporting and Metrics solution gives you the insight you need.

With comprehensive reporting features, it puts important information at your fingertips and identifies trends. The solution helps you:

• Pinpoint issues or breakdowns in the claims workflow
• Determine reasons for rejection
• Establish clear paths to improve processes

Once you’ve established root causes and identified trends, you can stay on top of them with these essential reporting options:

• Top 10 Change Healthcare processing-related claim rejections
• Top 10 payer-generated rejections
• Top 10 remittance denials
• Zero-paid claims
• Overview of accepted and rejected claims with associated dollar figures

Easily manage reports and other revenue cycle-related tasks by saving frequent searches in a designated area to further streamline workflow and expedite day-to-day processes.

Automate your revenue cycle and gain visibility, usability, and simplicity while improving your bottom line.